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The most complete, comprehensive birthday forecast available--synthesizing the secrets of

astrology, numerology, and fixed stars!In this delightfully addictive, wholly accessible book, two

skilled astrologers guide you toward greater psychological insight, self-awareness, and a keen

understanding of your unique position in the universe. Packed with an extraordinary wealth of

knowledge and clear, easy-to-interpret graphs and charts, The Power of Birthdays, Stars and

Numbers provides: Â¸Â Â BIRTHDAY FORECASTS--366 profiles--one for each day of the

year--reveal your positive and negative personality traits, career strengths, tips on love and

relationships, your secret self, your best days for romance and friendship, potential fatal attractions,

famous people who share your birthday, and much more!INCLUDING! Â¸Â Â FIXED

STARS--Though astrologers have used fixed stars for centuries, now the general public can reap

the rewards of this classic method for enlightenment. The stars that line the heavens radiate great

power, depending on your date of birth. You'll learn your primary fixed star plus those that influence

your astrological chart. Â¸Â Â NUMEROLOGICAL PROFILES--Discover the importance of the nine

basic numbers, and learn how to calculate your holistic number (which reveals your life purpose)

and your personal year number (which sheds light on what specific lessons a particular year has in

store for you).Travel beyond the twelve signs of the zodiac and tap into The Power of Birthdays,

Stars and Numbers. You hold centuries of wisdom in your hands.
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YA-This browser's dream begins with an introduction that briefly explains astrology, the affect of the

planets on personality, decantes, fixed stars, and numerology. Then, each day of the calendar is

described in terms of the zodiac, fixed star-signs, and numerology. Teens will love to look up their

birthdays and those of everyone they know in this comprehensive compilation.Copyright 1999 Reed

Business Information, Inc.

The most complete, comprehensive birthday forecast available--synthesizing the secrets of

astrology, numerology, and fixed stars! In this delightfully addictive, wholly accessible book, two

skilled astrologers guide you toward greater psychological insight, self-awareness, and a keen

understanding of your unique position in the universe. Packed with an extraordinary wealth of

knowledge and clear, easy-to-interpret graphs and charts, The Power of Birthdays, Stars and

Numbers provides: , BIRTHDAY FORECASTS--366 profiles--one for each day of the year--reveal

your positive and negative personality traits, career strengths, tips on love and relationships, your

secret self, your best days for romance and friendship, potential fatal attractions, famous people

who share your birthday, and much more! INCLUDING! , FIXED STARS--Though astrologers have

used fixed stars for centuries, now the general public can reap the rewards of this classic method for

enlightenment. The stars that line the heavens radiate great power, depending on your date of birth.

You'll learn your primary fixed star plus those that influence your astrological chart. ,

NUMEROLOGICAL PROFILES--Discover the importance of the nine basic numbers, and learn how

to calculate your holistic number (which reveals your life purpose) and your personal year number

(which sheds light on what specific lessons a particular year has in store for you). Travel beyond the

twelve signs of the zodiac and tap into The Power of Birthdays, Stars and Numbers. You hold

centuries of wisdom in your hands.

one of my friends from years ago used to have this book and i was amazed by it. when i came

across it here on  i had to get it. it's very detailed and i believe quite accurate. I really enjoy the

numerology aspect, and that the 'horoscopes' are broken down not just by your astrological sign,

but by the day you are born. very enjoyable, fun to break out at parties.

Love this book! I own this and buy it for others as a gift from time to time. I have had mine for over a

decade and so this is a newer version perhaps but still a great way to get an idea about people and

their personalities! VERY accurate since it goes day by day, not just a sun sign overall.Have used in

many circumstances.Have a new boss and need to know what type of person he is? This book



helps!Have a kid going through a phase and need some insight? This book helps!Going on a blind

date and need to know if he or she is a wacko LOL this book HELPS!Tons of fun too!Get one!

Anyone who is into this stuff this is a Great Book. It breaks it down to every day of the year. There

are some difference's between days even if you are born in the same month no two people are

alike. This is where numerology comes into play. The Book is simple has the general 12 signs,

numerology, then breaks it down short and sweet into days of the month. The Book also has (your

special someone section) for the person who is best based on numerology. A great reference guide

and seems to be very accurate.

This book is amazingly accurate. It's a great way to understand people that you meet, or friends, as

it gives you insights you might otherwise miss. Granted, nothing is 100% accurate, and we shouldn't

think that just because a book says it, that a person IS that way, but I've found it to be extremely

accurate though. I was surprised at how many people I know already had this book, and when I

show it to others, they're often on their phone ordering it a few minutes after perusing it. There are a

couple of similar books that are also accurate, but this one is my favorite!

This is a fun book to read. :)A plethora of information!The presentation is organized and not

complex which makes it a pleasure to peruse; however, I do recommend reading the Introduction to

Astrology first if you are not initially familiar with the Zodiac as this will allow you better

comprehension and insight to the remaining areas.This book is different. It explores astrology from a

far more interesting angle than the conventional astrology books I have previously encountered.If

you like basic astrology you'll love this book for all its fascinating "extras."

Cool book to have

Nice book...

Well written astrology type book that was surprisingly accurate on too many of the Birthday

descriptions I read of myself and friends. A bit spooky! Of course not all that stuff is completely

accurate but generally the descriptions were spot on. Great for a gift idea!
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